
Token Units Price Value ($)

bb-a-USD 995,068.77 1.0047 1001228.24

FeiRari G-UNI 
FEI-USDC 
Fuse

15,459.15 100.0616 1547731.79

USDC 2,452,940.35 1.00 2,452,940.35

Total 5,001,900.38

Investment Account Report
FEBRUARY 2 0 2 2

Figures quoted are based on www.coingecko.com closing prices on the 22th Mar 2022. Discord | Twitter | Reddit | LinkedIn | Instagram | Website | Community Handbook

 OKR Results

% of assets deployed productively 50%

% of assets that are liquid 100%

Nominal (estimated) annualized ROI 5.19%

Performance relative to Benchmark 2.21%

Month-End Ethereum Investment Account

Recent Developments

Following the deployment of $2.5M of USDC near 
the end of January, all the remaining USDC stables 
of $2.45M were  also deployed to similar productive 
strategies on March 14. These allocations are aimed 
at earning returns and acquiring strategic assets 
that could be used to support liquidity incentives on 
IC products and boost IC’s metagovernance 
influence. This last deployment was divided into 
two allocations as shown below.

1. $1.31M was deposited to the Balancer 
boosted pool that utilize Aave to provide LP 
with additional yield. This pool benefits 
from incentives offered by Balancer in the 
form of BAL tokens. Total allocation to this 
pool is $2.31M. With upcoming veBAL 
driven tokenomics, acquiring Balancer 
governance tokens has possible future 
benefits such as ability to direct incentives 
to our product liquidity pools on Balancer 
V2. This is besides the fact that Balancer 
token could undergo price appreciation with 
the implementation of veBAL on 28th Mar 
2022.    

Estimated earning accrued and not claimed 
=  $10,082**

2. $1.14M was deposited to the FEI-DAI 
Uniswap V3 pool. The LP tokens were then 
deposited to FeiRari (Fei DAO Pool) Pool 8 
which receives incentives from Tribe DAO in 
the form of Tribe tokens. Tribe is the 
governance token for FEI stablecoin backed 
by on-chain assets (largely ETH).Acquiring 
TRIBE increases Index Coop's and Tribe 
DAO relationship who already holds 100K 
INDEX. Index Coop manages Fuse Pool 19 
and Tribe DAO has acquire $10M of DPI 
during 2021.

Estimated earning accrued and not claimed 
=  $25,710**

**  Estimated accrued earning/return was 
calculated based accrued tokens (both 
pending and claimable) and token price as 
of Mar 22, 2022.

 Weight Return Weighted 
Return

Aave USDC Market 0.5 2.72% 1.36%

Compound USDC Market 0.5 3.24% 1.62%

Total 2.98%

Investment Account Key Results

Performance Benchmark

The benchmark for performance comparison for the 
investment account is defined as an equal weighted 
allocation to the two largest variable rate lending 
USDC markets in DeFi i.e. Aave and Compound. 
Both Aave and Compound are well-recognized 
within the crypto community as highly liquid and 
lowest risk markets for lending.  

For the measurement period, the return for each 
market is determined by using the average daily 
APR during that period. Next, to approximate 
impact of any (small) incentives, an incentive APR is 
added to the APR value calculated in the previous 
step. Finally, a weighted average of the two market 
returns is determined. This benchmark was chosen 
to estimate market-like returns over the reporting 
period. 

https://www.instagram.com/indexcoop/

